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ES'KIA MP_HAHLELE 

(19 December 1919 - ) 

URSULA A, BARNETT 

CAPE TOWN 

BIRTH: Ezekiel Mphahlele, Marabastad, Pretoria, 17 December 1919 to Moses 

and Eva (nee Mogale) Mphahlele, 

EDUCATION: Teaching Diploma, Adams College, Natal, Bachelor, Honors and 

Masters degrees, University of South Africa, 1949, 1954 and 1956, 

Ph.D. University of Denver, 1968, 
,,- fiJr-: . ..,"' -': C 

AWARDS AND HONORS: Nominee for Nobel prize 1968; first prize. 
'I ;A 

.:,'),; f ,-oe,;:.!: _ _,..---·- · 
African Arts, University of California, "best African novel_--_~c__ 

A. --- - ---

1968/9; honorary doctorate, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia~ 
,/ 

Pietermaritzburg, 1983; Claude Harris Leon Foundation prize for outstanding 

community service, 1985, 

MARRIAGE: 29 August 1945 to Rebecca Mochedibane. Children: Anthony, 

Teresa Kefilwe, Patrick Motswiri, Dichaba (Chabi) Robert, Puso. 

MAJOR WORKS: Man Must Live and Other Stories (Cape Town: African Bookman, 

i::i I ' I • • <..:,---:: 
1949;; ~~Muna:try cs£ Effllcat-fon,:=t-~-;-fy," Down Second Avenue (London: ,, 
Faber and Faber, 1959; New York: Doubleday, 197~); _ The Living and Dead 

?~ .~ • • ?-p,-~, j-:: '" ~. ;:~, , 

and Other Stories (Ibadan-; Ministry of Edu~~tion, J96I); The African Image 
I • 

(New York: Praeger, 1962; London: Faber and Faber, 1962) Revised edition , ,,. . + C '+' (-.,. , . .,.. . /J fq'/)' A r_-,,.,de O (Co.f,,,1c Wn ':YJ N<S.lt'{)Ot! :....-:t.,;f' Af-(,,.J-.,,_ l-,f-C? ,'/1_"f v1 ·c ~u,,..Ca.v.,, t 6:, J 

(London: Faber and Faber, 1974); I\ In Corner B ~~ (Nairobi: 

East African Publishing House, 1967); The Wanderers (New York: Maci4illan, ~ ~~_-_,: 
--r 

) --
. 

1
' 1979); Voices in the Whirlwind and Other Essay_s (New York: Hi ll and Wang, 

1972./ .. 
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OTHER: Modern African Stories edited_by Mphahlele and Ellis Ayitey Korney 

(London: Faber and Faber 1964); African Writing Today edited by 

/\ ( _; . 9 6.:'17 . . b . / b d ' / cr' Mphahlele HarmondsworthJ: Penguin} !J; Ch.m 1e y Bernar B. Dadie 

translated by Karen C Chapman with a foreword by Mphahlele (London 

Ibadan Naironi Lusaka: Heinemann, 1971); .Night of my Blood by Kofi 

Awoonor with an introduction by Mphahlele (New York: Doubleday, 1971). 

Described as a living legend and the doyen of black South African 

Literature by delegates to the inaugural conference of the African 

Literature Association (Austin
1

March 1975), Es'kia (then Ezekiel) 

Mphahlele has been involved in almost every phase of English-language 

black South African literature to date .either as a participant or 
/ 

commentator. His importance as a leading figure in African literature 

lies in the bold and clear formulation of his ideas on African humanism, 

a view of life in which man is an expression and extension of the supreme 

force, in harmony with his physical environment and with other men. Against 

a dual background of Western culture and African tradition his writing, and 

the direction he has given his life, illuminates the courage with which 

people survive oppression. In doing so he points towards a vision of a 

liberated land in South Africa where every human life is valued, 

___f7zekiel Mphahlele's father Moses came to Pretoria from the district of 

Sekhukhuneland where his forefathers of the Mphahlele tribe had been chiefs 

and headmen. The area now lies within one of the "homelands" of the Pedi 

people under the policy of 

so-called independence to 

the South African government which promises 
e.~11,·c. 

the various~ groups. Mphahlele's origin is 

of concern to students of his writing in view of the contention of his 

critics that his social and educational background was a purely Western one. 

Mphahlele./ •• 
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Mphahlele regards the homelands policy as·- one of the most pernicious 

manifestations of apartheid, an attempt to force the black man back 

to his tribal origins in order both to destroy black nationalism and 

to deprive blacks 

birth. It is for 

roots. 

of equal status as citizens in the 
j,\::. 

this reason that Mphahlel7'ikes to 

land of their 

ignore his ethnic 

~kiel was born in Pretoria but from the age of five till he was 

thirteen he lived in the village of Maupaneng with his paternal grand

mother. In one of his earliest works, a story called "Tomorrow You Shall 

Reap" in Man Must Live, he describes nostalgically the beautiful mountains, 

sparkling rivers and the song of the birds of his surroundings. But as the 

circumstances of his life became more bitter
1 

so the scenery of his early 

childhood grew darker, the mountains more ominous and the river raged. 

The feeling of terror remained with him until he went there on a pilgrimage 

upon his return to South Africa in recent years and allowed the nightmares 

to "shrink into a manageable world" of his adult mind. 

~phahlele then joined his parents in Marabastad/,"in the Second Avenue 
'-' 

which gives his first autobiography its title. His father habitually 

ill-treated his mother, and after a ghastly attack with a pot of boiling 

stew he was arrested. The parents were divorced and Mphahlele never saw 

his father again. Eva Mphahlele now supported the children ~by 

doing domestic work. Marabastad was a typical ·tmwnship slum, with over

crowded homes, streets full of rubble and dirtJ and nights of frightening 

sounds, but Mphahlele lived in a close-knit community and it was here, 

mainly from the strong women in his family - his mother, maternal 

grandmother and his aunt Dora - that he learnt about survival. Man Must Live 

was consequently the title of his first collection of short stories. 

By•/•• 
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~By the time these were published Mphahlele was teaching in Orlando 

township. On her meagre earnings his mother had put him through a 

leading high school and a private mission institution where he gained 

a teaching diploma. He felt insufficiently educated to teach, so took a 

clerical post at an institute for the blind and continued to study. In 

1945 he married Rebecca Mochedibane who was then a student teacher at a 

Johannesburg training college. 

__JFrom his first years in Second Avenue Mphahlele had been an avid reader. 

In a small one-roomed tin shack which served as a reading room he read 

anything from cookery books and astrology to Don Quixote. "I went through 

the whole lot like a termite ; )he tells us in his autobiography Afrika My 

Music, "But Cervantes was to stand out in my mind, forever." He was also 

fascinated by the silent films of Charlie Chaplin. In his school-days, 

however, the British classics - Scott, Austen, Milton, Thackeray etc, -
I 

with their setting so remote from an African township, had little meaning 

for him. It was only when he himself was teachi ng that he learnt to 

appreciate Dickens, the American writers Faulkner and Hemingway, the 

Russian writers and ancient Greek drama which he found close to Af rican 

life. Still later Rabindranath Tagore, the black American, kf r· J~ ,,u:+er1 S 

Richard Wright and Langston Hughe5; and South African writers William 

Plomer, Nadine Gordimer, Alex La Guma and others had a tremendous effect 

on him. 

~hlele spoke Northern Sotho at home and the language of the 

~ J neighbo/rhood was a mi xture of Southern Sotho and Af r ikaans. A~edium of 
v 

instruction at school was English in which he soon became profi cient. Then, 

"Somethi ng strange happened to me as I studied by candle- light listening 

to the throb out there, I found mysel f writing a short story. I know I had 

been • / ., 
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burning with an urge to say something 1.n miting," The African Bookman in 

Cape Town, which had been publishing monographs on political and social 
{A ~ook\et C.Oc,, +-~ ~ Yl;Yl.j 

subjects, ventured into producing five of Mphahlele's stories in 1947, 
/\ 

~e stories describe the experiences of characters involved in an 
·• c ~i:,..f <l..c.tu 5 

often losing battle against circumstance; who come to realise that they must 
I\ 

survive as individuals by strictly adhering to a moral code, This code is 

not necessarily identical with the morals accepted by the community in which 

they live. Courage, for example, does not have to mean facing the common 

enemy but rather maintaining the truth as you yourself see it, One of the 

stories takes place in a period, in history, when black congregations were 

resenting white supervision of their churches, The Reverend Katsane Melato 

in Mphahlele's story "The Leaves were Falling" cannot agree with the method 

employed by his congregation in protesting against raised fees. Like a 

leaf falling from a sapless twig destined to decay, Melato removes himself 

from the conflict, 

~gu, the hero of the title story, makes a cult of survival but mis

understands the philosophy he has chosen in that he relies on the "machine~ 

the system in the form of the railway organifation for which he works as 

a policeman, for survival at the expense of the men and women over whose 

lives he holds sway. 

~ept for "Man Must LivJu';'j which he has included in a later collection, 

Mphahlele has virtually disowned this first collection as escapist, Yet, 

although the stories do not overtly blame the social system for the dramas 

and tragedies of the lives they describe, most of them portray the struggles 

of the black man to survive an existence in a segregated society, This is 

certai~ly how most reviewers in the white South African press saw them. 
rev l e.v--5 

The}\ were mainly favolrable but expressed surprise that a black man should 
V 

be,/,, 
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be able to write. On the other hand The Guardian, a Marxist-orientated 

newspaper, took the author to task for not making his characters complain 

about the pass-laws, pick-up vans or the i nsolence of the white man and 

accused him of having the gods of his father exorcised by the white man. 

Criticism of escapism in these stories was disputed many years later by 

Sipho Sepamla, one of the leading writers of the seventies and eighties, 

/ who had read the book in 1948 as a prescribed book at Orlando High 
()./ 

School where Mphahlele was teaching, In an article entitled "The Black 
Sbweto 
P'oetry Writer in South Africa Today : Problems and Dilemmas"he says that even 
pp 115-121 
/ J · then the quality of self-consciousness or Black Consciousness was there 

in that Mphahlele was portraying the Black Experience, The African 

Bookman printed 700 copies
1 

all of which were sold. 

~re was no further scope for the publication of his writing and so 

Mphahlele concentrated on teaching which right from the beginning he 

loved. It has been his first love to the present day . Teaching gave 
V" 

him an opportunity to share his passion for literire with others. There 

has always been an intense rapport between hi m and his student5and former 
J 

students have described him as a man dedicated to his profession. 

Although he disliked politics
1

Mphahlele was drawn into educational politics 

because of his ability and fearlessness in expressing his convictions. As 

General Secretary of the Transvaal African Teacher's Association he and others 

led the opposition against the Eiselen Commission's Report which eventually 

led to total apartheid in education with an inferior education for the black 

child. Shortly after a paper voicing his opposition was published he 

received a letter from the Transvaal Education Department dismissing him 

from the teaching profession in government schools in South Africa , Pupils 

decided to stay out of school in ~jtest and as a resul t he and two others Pijj ) 

were . /,, 
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were arrested on charges of inciting a boycott and public violence. They 

were subsequently acqui~d. 
~ ------ ----· 

There followed a period during which he taught in Lesotho (then Basutoland) 

and at his old school, St Peter's. But this school refused to accept the 

new educational provisions and was compelled to close down. Adams College 

was taken over by the government and eventually also went out of existence. 

,----
In 1956 Mphahlele entered a brief and unhappy career as a journalist when 

he accepted a position as reporter and literary editor of the journal 

Drum. He also became a leading contributor to its fiction pages. 

The idea of a journal for black readers in English was conceived by Bob 

Crisp, a white journalist and broadcaster who persuaded Jim Bailey, son 

of a gold millionaire, to finance him. It began as a publication of what 

whites imagined blacks would want to read - ethnic stories and articles, 

instalments of Cry the Beloved Country, features about religion, farming, 

sports and famous men, and strip cartoons about Gulliver and St Paul. Under 

subsequent editors Anthony Sampson, Tom Hopkinson and Sylvester Stein, and 

contributors Can Themba, Todd Matshikiza, Casey Motsisi, Lewis Nkosi and 

Mphahlele, ~ ~~rui)into a people's paper. It became known 

for its fearless investigative journalismJand although it vied for black 

readership with the Daily Mirror in providing pin-ups, crime and romance/ 

it also represented African literature in South Africa for almost a decade. 

Mphahlele hated his journalistic assignments on the magazine, yet 

they provided the raw material for much of his later writing. He covered 

most of the important events of the period: a boycott of the buses against rai-
c,, 

sed fares, the march of twenty~thousand women to the government in Pretoria 

to protest against~passes for women, and finally his swansong for~, 

a trial of 156 men and women for treason. 

As./ •• 
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__JAs literary editor he was able to help talented writers have their work 
Mlv'\ 

publishe~kuch as Nimrod Mkele, Richard Rive, Peter Clarke(as Peter 

Kumalo) and James Matthews, many of whom became well-known later. Some 

of his own best earlier work appeared in~ between 1953 and 1959. His 

series about a family in Newclare Township, the Lesanes, for instance, 

was published between 1956 and 1957, Characters, situations and plots 

c~e pouring out. Although there is rollicking fun at times it is the 

stark grim realism of the life of the people, the desperate day-to-day 

struggle to surviv7 that make up the action. What hope is there for the 

Lesane family, housed in two rooms, which Ma-Lesane desperately but 

unsuccessfully tries to keep clean? The father, discharged from the mines 

because of ill-health, is afraid of his wife and takes out his frustrations 

on his teen-aged daughter by beating her. The younger boys eat their 

supper secretly in turn so that they need not feel obliged to invite their 

fr i ends to share their meagre meal. The daughter Diketso realites that she 

is hurting her family and herself by going to live with her lover, but 

this is the only way she can vent her frustration at having to leave school 

because her parents can no longer afford to keep her there. But Diketso 

has not given up all hope and aspirations. There must be a future for her, she 

feels. And even the present has some happy moments. Unexpectedly her lover 

gives her a gift on her birthday. Towards the end of the series there seems 
~ 

to be less and less hope . 'ft was certainly written at one of the most 

devastating periods of Mphahlele's life when he first considered exiling 

himself from the land of his birth. Yet there is always a note of optimism 

expressed in the spiri t of toughness of the people who refuse to submit to 

circumstances. 

~ecemher 1956 Maphahlele presented his Master's thesis, "The Non

European . / •• 
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European Character in South African English Fictio~' to the University of 

South Africa and was awarded the degree with distinction in a segregated 

ceremony, He joined the Orlando Study Circle and became interested in 

helping organile cultural and extra-mural educatiorfactivities to which 

he was ~to devote himself intermittently throughout the years to the 

present time, Among his colleagues on the staff of Drum and its sister 

publication Golden City Post who formed a close coterie in Sophiatown, 

he was treated with respect,,although he rarely joined in their sessions of 

culture and alcohol, 

~the beginning of 1957 his gradual conviction that he would have to leave 

South Africa came to a head. Like the character Timi in his autobiographical 

novel The Wanderers, he had known that eventually he would "have to decide 

whether to stay and try to survive; or stay and pit my heroism against the 

machine and bear the consequences if I remained alive; or stay and shrivel 

up with bitterness; or face my cowardice, reason with it and leave," Just 

cl 
Dowri / 
"sec!tna 
Av1mue 

as later they _tried to stop him from returning, friends now attempted to 

dissuade him from leaving. "Stay on in the struggle" they kept saying, "I'm 

contributing nothing, I told them. I can't teach and I want to teach, I can't 

write here and I want to write," In September 1957 he exiled himself, as he p 2YJ 

put it, in Nigeria. 

~re he completed his autobiography Down Second Avenue, It was accepted 

almost immediately and published in 1959, It was followed by a spate of 

autobiographies by other black::south Africans, Drum had ceased to be an 

outlet for serious fiction, there was no other, and the writers had a great 

deal left to say. They needed to confirm a sense of identity, and they found 

publishers abroad for the stories of their lives because their experiences 

were far more exciting for readers in Europe than anything they could invent, 

Also,/ .. 
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Also, the black American writers whom they admired, such as James Baldwin 

and Richard Wright, had all written about themselves. 

_J M~ahlele describes himself as sitting on the verandah of a shop in 

Marabastad: "If you were alone, you were in a position to view critically 

what you considered to be the whole world passing down Barber Street, half 

detached, half committed." It is from this point of view that he looks at 

his life and that of those around him. Life is harsh on Second Avenue
1

and it 

is here that Mphahlele learns that man must live and make the most of his 

circumstances. To Ezekiel, even as a boy, living meant mental survival. 

We watch his world deteriorate politically and socially and his own tension 

mount. We follow him to school and college, watch him gain honor and 

distinction in education followed by defeat and disillusionment. 

Jrn Down Second Avenue Mphahlele sought to give an account of himself at a 

time when he desperately needed to take stock. But the work also goes beyond 

this. The story of Mphahlele's life is typical in many ways of that of all 

black South Africans and so, possibly at this stage unconsciously, he speaks 

on their behalf too. As a personal exposure it is often inadequate)as 

Mphahlele found it difficult to speak of private matters, but as the self

expression of an articulate, sensitive and perceptive black man in South 

Africa, it never falters. His search for~ Africa.ti identity has begun. 

~ the beginning Down Second Avenue is held together not so much by the 

chronology of Mphahl ele's 

feelings. He applies his 

life as by the control and dramatifation of his 

· 1 · r) 11· d · b ·1d · ski 1 in story~te ing an in ui ing up events 
J 

and feelings. The work vibrates with the active life around him. The graphic 

pictures portray bitterness, for instance, as something we can almost grasp 

with our hands, as when his bicycle, laden with the washing he has fetched from 

a white subur~ crashes into a group of whi te\ boys r i ding abreast. They kick 

and./. ; 
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p40 and curse him as he comes down, then they ri:de away leaving him "with the 

cold, the pain, the numbness, and a puncture and bent front wheel." It is 

above all the aliveness of the characters and their efforts to rise above 

circumstances, that distinguishes this work and sets it above the 

autobiographies of his contemporaries among black South African writers. 

He tells us that "she is there" is an expression among Africans meaning 

p59 "she allows you no room to forget she was born and is alive in flesh and 

spirit." Characters like Aunt Dora, Ma-Lebone and many others are very 

much there. 

~e he leaves Second Avenue the work becomes more conventionally auto

biographical. The interest for the reader now lies in admiration for his 

achievements and for his political stand. There is no longer the spontaneity 

and aliveness of the earlier chapters and the narrative tends to ramble. 

~tween the chapters there are "Interludes" in which Mphahlele stops the 

narrative to think. One mourns the passing of Marabastad which he sees as 

symbolic of the black man's always being on the move, of his poverty and 

despair. It is not the passing of the township he regrets but i$ existence 

in the past, present and in the future. In another, towards the end of the 

book, he tries to describe his quest for an answer to his hopes and yearnings 

as he stands on top of a high mountain in Basutoland, but the writing becomes 

~
7

;--elf-conscious and hides rather than exposes his feelings. 

~ work regains its emotional impetus towards the end when Mphahlele 

describes the most bitter period in his life, culminating in his voluntary 

exile. 

~spite of some unevenness the total effect of Down Second Avenue is over~ 

whelming. It is a unique social record and a moving human document, as 

relevant today as it was in 1959. Critics and public alike approved of it. 

Professor./,. 
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Professor C,O.Gardner, in his laudation speech at the University of Natal 

at Pietermaritzburg when presenting Mphahlele with an honorary doctorate 

in April 1983 said: 
r ,. 

Engl ith 
Academy 
Review 1, 
l983 ;p 131 ~v 

Zeke Mphahlele (as he is commonly known) was born and bred in 
poverty and hardship. In this respect he was of course like most 
Africans in South Africa. One needs to begin with this point, 
because the earlier parts of his life - most memorably described 
in his autobiography Down Second Avenue - are both unique and 
typical. And the element of typicality Zeke Mphahlele would wish 
to insist on, since he has always wanted to be associated with his 
fellow black South Africans. The words 0 poverty and hardship'' 
do not adequately sum up the tone of the autobiography, however. 
The story is a complex one, and it is told with lively vividness 
and with terse irony - sometimes with quiet anger, sometimes with 
humour, never with self-pity. 

The work was translated into eleven languages and innumerable extracts 

have appeared in anthologies. It is regarded as one of the few classics 

to emerge from South Africa. 

~ough he enjoyed the freedom in Nigeria and felt that Africa had been 

given back to him, Mphahlele mi ssed the sense of commurjity living. He 

also felt that the crutch that had given one an identity at home -the 

anger and the bitterness -:::-had been removed. And however mu ch success 

followed success academically and in publication what he missed everywhere 
I 

was an emotional and intellectual commitment to place. It is no L1s.e., 

......,.)£01:.1-r-ch"ances·"l'- · t re act-~soft::l y , I 1011,a A CJ;.ll.tu,pe,s-tra~s--:--;-!.!--

~ 1961 he received news that he was one of several writers listed by the 

South African Government under the Suppress ion of Communism (1ater 

Gr · 
iLJ.3(Y 

Internal Securit~)Act. It meant that none of his work could be 

circulated or quot ed by those for whom and about whom he was writing. 

"We would never know the reactions of those whose concerns we shared in 

South Africa, 11 he wrote in Afrika My Music /We were indeed like disembodied 

voices crying out for a dimension that will give them meaning." The banning 

remained in force unti l after his return to South Africa butreven now, 

several of his books remain banned individual ly under the Publications Act. 
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_J H~ took a post in the Department of Extra-Mural Studies of the 

University College of Ibadan which entailed much travelling. In 1958 

he attended the All-Africa People's Conference in Accra as leader of the 
,,.n;,.., :sel 

South African delegation having e+fe,eEI Nelson Mandela to represent the 
,? A 

African National Congress. It was his one foray into active politics. 

~Nigeria the literary renaissance was in full swing and Mphahlele met 

many of its exponents, among them Kofi Awoonor who became a li fe-long 

friend , Wale Soyinka, Chinua Achebe, Christopher Okigbo , J ~Clark and 

Arna Ata Aidoo. He joined the editorial board of the journa l Black 

Orpheus, became a contributor and eventually co-editor . In 1961 Black 

Orpheus, under sponsorship of the Ministry of Education, published a 

collection of his stories, The Living and Dead and Other Stories. The 

stories were written in South Africa and all except one had previously 

been published in journals-Drum, Africa South, Fighting Talk and Black 

Orpheus - and two are very similar to incidents in Down Second Avenue. 

Unlike the first collection of short stories and episodes in the auto

biography, black people are shown in relation to the white world around 

them and often in conflict with it. 

r-- · w ~o a.,lvt1osf-
.--1 The title story concerns a white official, Stoffel Visser, whom circum 

co~es 
---z,-rur::ices t, y b11 ECI~ to accept his servant Jackson as a human being. 

Stoffel has just completed a report to the Government urging that servants 

should not be allowed to live on the premises in the white areas in which 

they work. A railway sweeper comes to him with a letter which seems to 

indicate that a man just killed by a train is Jackson. Stoffel is full 

of repentance about the way he has treated his servant, a comforting 

feeli ng when no further steps need be taken. When it t urns out that 

Jackson is very much alive1 and Stoffel thus has a second chance to rectify 

his attitude)he relapses and decides to let Jackson continue to be 

p 17 "a machine to work for him. 11 
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~Dinner for Eight 11 there is a confrontation between Miss Pringle, a 

do-gooder who asks a black man to dinner in a conscious effort t o 

win black friends)and the crippled Mzondi who is her guest. Mzondi ki lls 

her in the mistaken belief that she wants to get him drunk in order to make 

him reveal where he has hidden stolen money. There is irony in the situat ion 

of the spinster who hides her sexual longings behind a mask of good deeds 

and the lack of comprehension of the cripple to whom anyone white represents 

an unjust law and therefore danger. Unfortunately there is neither tragedy 

nor pathos, partly because of the poorly motivated murder - all Mzondi 

need to have done was stay away from the dinner - but more because the 

author fails to raise any sympathy for or even interest in either of the 

protagonists. 

£ 11 The Master of Doornvlei 11 we also have confrontation but this time the 

labels are less distinct. Sarel Britz, the owner of the farm Doornvlei, 

knows that it is necessary to establish a workable relationshi p with his 

·-=--labo~rers. Sarel is prepared to listen to them when they have a complaint 
'-' 

but when their leader imposes an ultimatum on him to dismiss his foreman/ 

he cannot tolerate this from a black man. He dismisses the worker and 

keeps the foreman . Ironically the confrontation that eventually follows 

is between Sarel and the foreman who has taken advantage of the situation. 

The symbolic battle between the foreman ' s bull and Sarel 1 s pedigree 

stallion is very effective . . /Although the bull gores the horse Sarel 

triumphs when he gives the foreman the choice between killing his bull and 
r. 

leaving. But it is a Py*ic victory: Sarel is left in fear of his laborers. 

- -~ two stories based on incidents in Down Second Avenue, 11 The Woman 11 and 

11 The Woman Walks Out, 11 feature Ma-Lebona, here called MadiraJ and are 

typical of the kind of writing that gives the autobiography so much of i ts 

appeal. They are compassionate and very amusing pen-sketches of a selfish 

and vain woman so clean that she often had meat tak t .. en ou of bo1l1ng water 



-

"lb 

to be rewashed . 
. . -----
11 The Suitcase" is a well-constructed ironic story about a man Ramed Timi, . 

rel~ ;~(( 1.A. ,,ijv\ t_f'O V' J ( 
un_employed and desperate, who is ~ 11 sheer naked chancen_ to ~ . l 
l,.<..,.,,._ \,J ,tz.._ o.._ ..for ~-,Je..1..J -f'hn,..k> he 1t ,,,_ !J_c 

a wily of twin~ a present .:J;e-- his wife on aw Year I s Eve. He f-~n 
(' 

0,. o... ?us 
~ when a woman passenger,._ apparently forgets to take her suitcase. But 

he has played with fate and lost. Not only is he caught in the act/but 

the case contains a dead baby. The theme of the story is not the vagaries 

of fate but the choices man has before him. Timi makes the mistake of 

relying on an arbitrary poovision by Providence. 

~e years before, Mphahlele had shown some of hi s unpublished writingJto 

Nadine Gordimer and she had liked this story particularly. She made him 

submit it to New World Writing where it appeared in the seventh Mentor 

Selection in 1955 in company with stories by Heinrich Boll, Dylan Thomas 

and others. 

\ "He and the Cat," the last story in the collect ion, is very different from 

,,-,------------J any other f iction by Mphah lele. The reader is not told what the burden 

is that will drop off as soon as the narrator has spoken to the lawyer for 

whom he is waiting on a hot afternoon . The story is an impressionistic 

reflection of the narrator ' s self-cen~ed t hought-processes which dissolve 

into recognition that the man with the fixed smile, who is interminably 

closing envelopes, is blind~ His silent activity and his detachment, 

with the picture of the cat behind him, reveal to the narrator the temporal 

nature of day-to-day concerns. 

· ~lele enjoyed his teaching experiences in Nigeria and felt very much 

part of the intellectual life of the country. But he was disillusioned 

with the educational system. Although well qualified for a permanent 
l ~:Chet.d'-Y) , 

positionAthe English Department of the UniversityA as an outsider without 
C· 

a British post!graduate degree, this was denied him. He was offered a 
V 

post as director of the African Program of the Congress of Cultural 
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Freedom in Paris which he accepted in 1961. The Congress had been formed 

i n the early nineteen-fifties with the purpose of maintaining and 

defending intellecnual freedom. Together with Africanist Ulli Beier 

and Nigerian.writers Wale Soyinka, John Pepper Clark and others, he formed r 
o "';'" 

the Mbari Writers Club in Ibadan. The name Mbari was symbolic wr renewa l . 

It was derived from Igbo religious practice whereby a house, dedicated to 

·· · ·,- the earth goddess, is left to decay and a new house is built./4 ~eld 
\ ~~O...f1 ... . . .. __ . _ _ _ I 

art exhibitions, concerts, dramatic performances and writers• works hops and 

housed an African reference library. 

was founded to publish African writing. 

,' 

A Publishing House, Mbari Publications/ 
/ 

Conferences on African culture and 

writing were held regularly and further centres were set up in other parts 
V 

of Nigeria. 

_ ___,rin Paris itself he felt isolated and unhappy. He found he could not identify 

with French intellectual life. He enjoyed the visits of friends and 

described his home as kind of crossroads for writers and artists from Africa . 

~962 a collection of essays was published by Faber and Faber under the 

title The African Image . In it he investigates 11The African Personality, 11 

a term coined by Kwame Nkrumah at the All-African People ' s Conference in 

Accra. Mphahlele identifies it as a 11 beacon on the battlefield, a thrust, 

an assertion of the African presence ..... a coming into consciousness .... 11 

- I > r Q_/ l"I I re·n, .. 7 ~u-~ 
-1"African Image began as an exploration of the~~ African image but 

/I 

went on to include the socio-political sphere. It includes his Master's 

thesis, 11 The Non-European Character in South African Fiction, 11 and articles 

previously published in journals such as The Twentieth Century, Transition, 

Encount er and The New Statesman. Mphahlele ift!S te reviseJThe African 

Image f or a second edition published in 19~ a.ti, ~eltft6M9:,;,e~. a 
) 

further collection of essays was publi shed under t he ti t le Voices in the 
i.-i rcni, · 

WA.idwiod-aod_Otber Essays. · Since the themes of his essays are continuous 
---------- - ~ / 
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I will consider them together a little later. 

-f"rn' 1963 the Congress sent Mphahlele to Kenya to establish a centk),.there 

like Mbari. He felt this could not have happened at a better time since 

two months after his arrival, in October 1963, Kenya celebrated its 

independence. Mphahlele was in charge of writ ing and theati~ at the 

cen1J, called Chemchemi, Swahili for 11 fountain 11
, and he also travelled to 

outside dist ricts to run writers' workshops and introduce his drama group. 

~his second biography, Afrika My Music, he says "my soul was in the jo~. 
! 

but towards the end things began to go sour. There were quarrels with the 
' 

committee and a lack of support from the government. Also at this stage 

the Congress of Cultural Freedom had lost a great deal of its credibility 

when it became public knowledge that it was sponsored by the CIA through 

the Farfield Foundation. He left, and as there was no one suitable to 

succeed him, the Congress closed down the cent9~. 

~se frustrations were not conducive towards producing literary work; and 

he wrote very little. 

waiting to be prepared 

African Writing Today 

for 

A number of stories he had finished in Paris were 

for offer. ~e did fini~~ editing two antho logies, 
(1.,., co((cJ~o,u"tron w1ft.i r-!/,· ~ Kc""'e,'.;1) 

for Penguin, and Modern African Stories t-t,ogetber 
/\ 

Faber and Faber. 

---fA"girl's high school near Nairobi had asked him to write a play for its 

yearly drama festival. He turned a short story by the Kenyan writer Grace 

Ogot, "The Rain Cam~.~•'\ i nto a verse drama, using African music. 11 0ganda 1 s 

Journey" was subsequ~ntly also produced in Tanzania and t he United States, 
~ ~ "f and published in th~uth African journal~ffr iderJn its July/Aug~st 1979,_Q_ 

~- Grace Ogot had based the story ory\lraditions of her Luo people. 

It tells how two young lovers cheat the gods who demand a human sacrifice 

to bring about rain. Mphahlele makes some changes to the story and 

introduces a chorus but retains the essence of a traditional pale simp ly 

told. 
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_s;;hahlele had loved the theat~~, from his youth, acting, %writing and 

producing some sketches while still at school. Later he produced some 

verse plays, one an ambitious effort about the life of Shaka Zulu which was 

unfortunately lost. While teaching in Orlando he attended a private class 

in drama with Norah Taylo~ a producer and teacher. She became his mentor, 

benefactor and friend. She helped him with early productions and encouraged 

his Syndicate of African Artists which he ran with friends. It was a black 

community-based performing arts group at a time when most black drama was 
~ 

organiAed by whites, and presented drama performances in the nineteen-
z. 

fifties. Mphahlele dramati~ed a Tale of Two Cities and other class ics and 

various fo l khales. The Syndicate fail ed in its efforts mainly due to 
v / 

police harassmen~and was forced to disband in 1956, Mphahlele maintained 

his interest in Af r ican drama and encouraged it whenever he had an opportunity. 

~er Kenya, Mphahlele was now anxious to return to teaching. He was able 

to obtain a teaching fel l ows!1ip at the University of Denver and arrived 

there in May 1966. 

--~IMphahlele's next co l lection of short stories, In Corner B, was pub l ished 
I 51A<--~ 

p 164 

in Nairobi in 1967. Several of the stories had appeared in~journals~ 

The Cl assic asd Drum, others in the earlier collect ions. Although 

Mphahlele had now been away from South Africa for ten years only two 
I 

of the stories are not based there. 

The best-known story, of almost novella length, is 11 Mrs Plum." It concerns 

a widow of l i beral leanings who lives in a white suburb with her daughter 

Kate, her servants and her dogs . Karabo the domestic worker who narrates 
I 

the stor'l f inds Mrs, Plum ' s liberal i sm puzzling but accepts it at first as 

one of the eccentricities of the white race: ~• ''my madam ... loved 

dogs and Africans and said that everyone mus t follow the law even if it hurt. 

These were three big things in Madam's life .. " That is how the story opens. 
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Relations between them deteriorate when 

At first Mrs.Plum supports her servants 

there is trouble in the neighbo1rhood. 
G ·· 

against the police to the extent 

that she goes to jail . Karabo is impressed but around her, among her 

friends, and at home in Phokeng there is only poverty and tragedy and 

suddenly she is sickened by the smell of the cosmetics she secretly shares 

with Mr~ Plum, by the dogs and by Oick, the other servant, cleanin9 out the 

dirt of Madam's body from the bath. Dick is suspected of poisoning dogs 
Q----' 

in the neighbo,~rhood and Mrs-.. Plum dismisses him. In protest, Karabo leaves ,_ 

her employ. The story ends when Mri-Plum visits Karabo in her m9fm village 

and asks her to return. She tells Karabo that her two pet dogs have died . 

Did this woman, Karabo wonders, come to ask her to return because she had 

lost two animals she loved? 11 You know, I like your people, Karabo, the 

Africans, 11 Mrs .. Plum says. 11 And Dick and me? Karabo wonders. 11 

J 

-z 
In the course of t he story we gradually reali~e that while Mr~ Plum~s 

liberalism is quite genuine, unlike that of Miss Pringle in "We' l l have 

Dinner at Eight''.~f. it is completely impersonal. Mphahlele dislikes this 

type even more intensely because it lacks the one characteristic that is 

his own ruling passion, a feeling of compassion for one's fellow-men. By 

bringing into the story a historical character, the women ' s leader -
Lilian Ngoyi, as teacher in a women's club Karabo attends, the white liberal 

is put squarely into her place as irrelevant to the education to adulthood 

of a young black girl . 

11 Grieg on a Stolen Piano" is a strong condemnation of a society in which 

a black man of intellect and integrity can easily founder. The main 

character goes through many harrowing experiences, many of them simi l ar 

to Mphahlele's own. He rises to the position of school inspector. Like 

"Man Must Live" which precedes it in this collection, it tells of the 

deterioration of a character, triggered by circumstances but intrinsically 

arising out of the man's character. Like Zungu, Uncle never loses fai t h 



in survival as a necessity, but he is cynical in the way he applies this 

to his own life . The central plot is a very amusing one. The uncle has 
c/ 

a fool)proof scheme for making money: he gets a pretty girl from the country 
\ _ __,-

and trains her for a beauty contest. The judges are bribed but unfortunately 

it is subsequently dec ided that the winner shall be chosen by popular vote. 

The uncle is a likeable and complicated character who faces adversity with 

dry humor to hide hurt. Mphahlele here also introduces a new element by 

presenting a character embodying a synthesis of traditional and Western 
"? 

civili.fation, a theme which Mphahlele has pursued throughout his non-fiction 

writing . Sometimes Unc le plays Grieg on the piano he bought
1

which turns 

out to be stole~and sometimes he improvises on well-known African tunes. 

The story is also notable for its dialogue which captures the idiom of 

popalar speech, doing perhaps what the editors of his anthology~ 

~~ call violence to standard English and thus injecting 

it with a new vitality. 

p 125-1 26 

The stories selected from previously published work include some of 

Mphahlele's best, such as 11 He and the Cat, 11 11 Man Must Live, 11 11 Down the 
-:C:n fr-,_ 5 +.,,'3 

Quiet Street, 11 11 The Coffee-Cart Girl II and 11 The Suit-case, 11 ~ 11 In Corner e ,, 
I 

B, 11 in// story of that"'-t-i-H-a, people live to the full. For them , as 

everywhere in the township, even death is an occasion for eating, drinking 

and laughing while keeping a watchful eye on the mourning widow. The story 

concerns the relationship between Talita and her husband before his death. 
~ b~t- 11-Dl 

It is a simple love4story, tender \~ftl10Bt sentimental,,,.~- Talita, a lively 
(..Y 

and over-talkative but affectionate woman, loves her gentle and shy man . 

They had been married for nineteen years when a love~letter from another 

woman, Marta, to her husband falls into Talita 1 s hands. After the husband's 

death Marta comes to the funeral and flings herself on the grave. 

Later she sends an i l literate letter from which Talita learns that Marta 

was never 11 sweet chokolet of your man 11 and that 11 he neva love me neva neva 11 

and was on ly 11 nise leel bit nise to me. 11 Talita 1 s love has been rest ored 

to her and she feels 11 like a foot traveller af t er a good refreshing bath. 11 
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The description of the f uneral preparations and wake is perhaps Mphahl ele 1 s 

most successful scene of township life, and Marta 1 s letter, and a tender 

moment of love between husband and wife, the most touching. By contrast , 

11 A Point of Identity, 11 about a man of mixed blood who betrays the 

black community he has joined through marriage by repudiat ing his race 

classification makes i~political point but without capturing t he imagination 
I 

of the reader. 

. r--- ~ +-o o e_~ 
~-.l 11 The Barber of Barigo 11 and 11 A Ballad of Oyo 11 are Mp hahlele 1 s only~xamples;;{ 

..s\--c,ci es t'ofi sl11:rr~t:itA-~with a background outside Sout h Africa. The former is t he 

story of a man who refuses to become emotionally and acti vely i nvolved i n 

the rich life around him. Mphahlele has no difficulty in absorbi ng the 

atmosphere of~ new milieu, but the story suffers under its t heme of passivity 
\5 no-:- , 

which n:iakeLLl>tHfficu:tt...-~ i l lustrat~ dramatically. 

~ahlele calls his story about the Yo1ttba ma rket of Oyo a ballad to 
,,....ze ~ 

emphasi~the folkltale element and uses various devices t o create the 
-...J 

illusion of a tale told by someone fallen under its spell . Mphahlele 
fc,.. ~ ( S +o M fA.. k .ie I .f-

i S obviously fascinated with the market but }t never really beco~es an 
-hu'r 

integral part of~ story of a vegetable sell er who is caught in a 

conflict bet ween justice and tradition. The story foreshadows t he novel 

Chirundu in which Mphahlele goes much more deep ly into these concerns. 

~the later stories of this collection Mphahlele 1s creative skills have 

matured. There is an economy of words and a conciseness of imagery 

lacking before. They mark the height as well as t he end of his creation of 

short fiction. 

1:_;.L 
~ t he time Voices in the Whirlwind and the revised ver sion of African Image 

appeare~ Mphahlele had become known as a major author and controver sial 

critic. All Mphahlele 1 s essays have a unity in that they express Mphah lele 1s 



ideas and ideals in his search for an African identity and for an Africa\r\ 

context in man's place in the universe. Again and again he comes back 

to the subject of exile, to the "tyranny of place, 11 the pull of the place 

of one's experiences, of being in a community with whose cultural goals 

and aspirations one can identify. 

_I;; a teacher of English he discusses his subjects largely through the eyes 

of a literary critic. His research into South African l iterature began 

with his Master's thesis and still continues. Besides his essays h~ con-
S"'-'--,: !.. ~- i C r" ...... ,... •' ,,. __;;.' ..._ y 

-:1 -r tributres occasional reviews to newspapers m-e The Sowetan, a11d- others, 1iJith 
1 \",(, '::>o w.!-\--c..v'\ , _ p_-- 1 ~ . _ • 

9' Jaouary p ~s on writers he admires such as Njabulo Ndebele and ~w~i '~ 
:/ - & Q_. 

Rand D'ailfb -ReW Mtshalir,,a-& autrro,e.;;nf EtceEl.am~s . 
Mali 19 · - v 

His love for literature as g.,,,m@t.i -

0 e cembe r ~at i 1 19 f 0/ ee (G··--hi ~---~-M-t i ca 1 
------- -- - I 

writing,?,comes through clearl_y\y Tradition in ----- __ ___,,,.;,,-~p __89-;,91 -
Africa, for instance, is not an academic subject for him but a li ving theme 

in literature, His lengthy quotations often seem selected not just to prove 

a point but to share with his readers his intensely personal reading . 

~~~::;,._---"
1"i1 :--~e-s-ev-e-ral times Hi Serote Is poetrytotake ·a-de·e-p-breath---and--con~--, 

~p}:__at~.-~tba..p.o.r.--t--i-o-As -1---hav,e .. r.ead/~-J1e. says-i.n ... an~.es.say_jQ The English _,. 

) -~ 

.--1Tn his sensitive inte;pretation of literature Mphahlele is the teacher who -

;does not', infl tct dogma on the pupi 1. Through use of metaphors that grow 

Jout of his persona l experienc~he creates fresh ~e perceptive insights. 

~Serote, he says in the essay about this poet , reminded him of his childhood 

------u -1whei~ he wou ld curl up inside a discarded motor-tyre and as some_one pushed 
\ : i 

it' rolled down a slOj'J0 registering every jolt. a'nd jump, unti~you were 
'J _j 

freed, trembling but ·exhilerated. 

~ Mphahlele's critical writing as well as his other essays, and i ndeed 

his fiction and autobiographical writing, contributes towards formu lati ng 

his phi losophy of African humanism. He cherishes, he t ells us in 
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Afrika My Music, the African's belief in the supreme being as a vital force, 

a dynamic presence in all organic matter and in the elements and in man. 

J He listed the ingredients of African humanism in a paper on black medicine 
,,.- • I ,i 

The $tar when addressing a psychiatric conference in Johannesburg as being the love 
5 November 
·yg7~· ~ of life for its own sake, while holding it sacred; belief in the inter-

pp 28 

j connectedness of all forms of life, of all nature; ou~~ense of community; 

our neighbourhood sense of collective responsibility; our desire to touch 

one another physically; family concern for protection of the old; our 

capacity to absorb influences from other cultures because of the openness 

of our traditional religious beliefs ... . " 
TV\ A-f..--d-<l,. A_·-1 ,t.~_...._sr'c he f-e f1s- us .-!-z . ../....,,+ ---------"' · . .. --- ··-·-

~hetto life in South Africa was fashioned ''out of our own ghetto culture _ __,, 

out of the bits and pieces of what was available to us in western culture, 

and the stubborn sediments of the indigenous that could still be stirred 

~- -Thus, when Mphahlele turned away from Christianity towards 

African religion and values, it did not mean a total rejection of the West. 

His theory of synthesis has often been misunderstood and interpreted as 

integration and compromise.f Nothing could be further from t he trut h. 
;vi ~ f', ftc'es , _{~ 

1 The Jdeapsm which he sharedAwith the African National Congress
1 

i-ryci1e 
CV\ tJea.ft$'t4 ~ -0 ~

1 
that advocated a no~'.acial society1 died ~or him with the arrest 

ThE;?{i'gli~ and trials of i t s leaders and with Sharpeville ~ells ~s=lin aA entiele Asay< 
A y e v · ew ~!a>'<M"hc-i''+i ~ 

. · ~i:.y-parm.Y--@-F Place aoo Aestl,etfes". But because African 

Atrika My 
Music p250 

.b I (1..'t.~ s 
humanism is inclusive, not exclusive,~ must leave the door open for 

tb:> w e..v e~ "-
others to come in . -Bat; "They must earn their entry. No long€r can 

we ..... make ourselves available on the white man's terms." 

For Mphahlele synthesis is something inherent in African thinking. The 

African, he says in his introduction to Kofi Awoonor's col lection of 

poetry Night of My Blood, has a keen sense of relationship between 

phenomena, of inter-connection. And st~~! ~~;~cagainst the danger of 
/\ 
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completely dismissing the Western aesthetic out of sheer crusading zeal. 

He feels that there is no need for conflict in t he crit ic's mind whether 

to adhere to Western values or to reject them. In Voices in the Whirlwind 

and Other Essays hi~xplores African and black American poetry against a back

ground of modern European thought
1

as represented mainly by the cri t ical 

writings of Christopher Caudwell, ~A~Richarctand Laurence Lerner. A 
\ ,. ./ / 

work of art, he insists, must express both the artist's persona l emot ions 

and communicate t hese to the reader. At the same time it must integrate 

and unify his personal experience and the sum of experience of his fellowmen. 

Negritude, the early concept of black consciousness initiated in bl ack 

French Africa and the Caribbean, he initially rejected with vehemence 

because he regarded it as a pose, an artificial structure, a museum 

artefact. In South Africa, where the black man is occupied with a very rea l 

fight against government efforts to legislate him back to hi s tribe
1
he dare 

~ ' 

not look back with nostalgia. In the revised edition of African Image 
/\ 

he says that Negritude can have meaning only 11 if one regards it as a social 

force, never static, a tension , a continuing movement that asserts the value 
llf77, 

of African cult ure and its constitutions-- 11 In an open letter to Leopold 
/ 

Sedar Senghor, President of Senegal and a leading African poet in the move. 

men_:si rn Septe111ber.,z;:;A he revisits Negritude and explains the effect 

Senghor's Chants d'Ombre had on him, how it entranced him and knocked him _.of 
The Ur,broken off ba lance and helped to "measure the energy of Africa 11 in him, 11 the th ing 
~-t>lrs 
~ we had taken for granted in ghettos where you cou ld never efface your 

blackness. 11 Today Mphahlele feels comfortable with the successor to 

Negritude , Black ~onsciousness, and with the related ideology, though not 

the potitics, of Pan-Africanism. On his return to South Africa he 

Africanized his name to Es'kia. 

A-Heatly Tn one of the essays in Voices in the Whirlwind ... Mphahlele 
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turned to the question of a writer's commitment to a political purpose. 

He found Jean-Paul Sartre's insistence on socia l and polit ical programs 

too rigid . While he feels that every writer 11 is committed to something 

beyond his art~; to a statement of value not purely aesthetic, to a 

11 criticism of life'./;-. he finds this functional meaning a dangerous tendency 

since it limits the author's vision. 11 Live and go out/Define and/medicate 

the whirlwind 11
, he says, quoting a poem by Gwendolyn Brooks which gives 

the collection its title. 

I . an interview with N~: Chabani Manganyi in Looking Through the Ke!hole)he 

says hat a journal like Staffrid~ publication consisting mai nly of 

workshop~ contributions at the time,~t~es a real vibrant literature 

but it lacks"-a myth that there is a tomorrow,"a_ resonance 11 echoing the past, 
' ' ' ' foreshadowing th.~ future. 11 

·, ," 

'\ "' 
When The African I~a-ge was first published_/ says Andre~- ~al key_, rev)ewing 

the rev i s~d Version i ~\he Ti mes Educ~ti ona I Supp I ement}'i;(\ ~t) t,;:i res pbnse 

varied greatly. He rec~l s that 11the 1 i terary journalists ~.re shrewdly 
\ / _· '\ 

respe~tful. The academic A~ricanists were patronisingly ,approv~ng. The 
' , -.. 

politically committed I iberal~~ffered ·.-their thanks' II / a~d the bl~ck ,. \ / 

I iterary fraternity, of wh9m" Sal~e< was a member
1 

11 w_a; acclaiming and proud. 11 

/ \ / 
.?alkey 1 s reaction to the, revised edition remained the same, but among other 

/ \ ,...-
critics in the United_-1States, what app~ared to be a qualified acceptance of 

/ \ ,./ 
commitment and 61ac·k (onsciousness rankled ,. 

/ \ 
Black South African writers of the seve~-ties\{ld eighties, on the other hand1 

had greate,f ·understanding of Mphahle-le1 s aims . \They deplored the lack of 
/ ~\ 0 f /,, 1~>1 CL--tf 

continuity in their backgrounds as a result of~ ~ nni ng aA-O thtrt=of his 

contemporaries. Sipho Sepamla__speakiog af 11 Ibe b)a·~~lriter i~ 

-.Afr f@ ~'{::::::±o:::a:o:::a.ct.i.cjg_.J.n th,.e_J~e.'tL.C.l .a ~.sJ c:_,(x-ep~-i-nted¼rr-Sow~-~ · 
so..i,J, \ 
~ that the quality of self-consciousness or Black Consciousness was 
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t..l 

already evident in 1'1?.D .. Mu~t ~i.v~./ 11 I make this point, 11 he says, 11 in order 

,..--..____ lo put s·nto pe:t:sp e't;ve the\,~[(e of the black writer in South Africa. He 
'\ , '\ 

',, . ' r··r~s alwa \ ,t/ cl to port~ay the\~lack experience. II In South Africa today 

V b1ick -~~itf,: do not seek a black\ ~~nuence in their wr~rr~g in order t o 

p 169-175 follow a/fas~ipn, says Mafika Gwala \n an article ent.itled "Black Writ i ng 
I . . ~ / 

p 170 

Iodai (reprin~ed/ from Staffrider in saweto Poetry,.(: 11Mphahlele Is Voices-'/ 

in
1

/he Whirlwin-~'.>-t," says "gi~es me a saf\~~-;e'from which t o say 0 can 

dispute the fact tha,:t black ·writing has shit:ted clearly from th~ear-

b.ourgeois position o; the .·fifties ... 11 
/ // , / ' 

\ / \ //' 
In the United States Addi\on Gayle 1/r, reviewi ng\Voic'?s': .. in 

. \ / \/ 
July 1973 Blackworld ("Under Western \fyes,) finds it a movt,.ffg critical document but 
p 40-48 . y t 

saw Mphahlele as paying homa;}'e -,to the false gS,ddess ·o,f Western ci vi 1 isation. 
/ \ ,· \ 

January l 974Mphahlele, replying in th,/ same pupl ication,{ few months later fi nd s Gayle Is 
p 4 -20 / ·, / \ 

review the most damaging indictment he; h,ad ever been put ,.th rough and Gayle 1 s 
/ 'x' \ 

attitude towards Af.r'ica utopian and w{re'al i stic. \ 
I / ' ,. .,,- \ 

His two antholog{es, African Writt~g Today ~ct/ Modern Africa~\Stories, t he 
I / ·· ... / / . \ 

latter with,ilis Ayitey Komey?/is an adj~oct to Mphahlele 1 s cr\~cal 

writing and a valuable part of his asse$sment of black writing. ~ 

se 1 ect /n emphasises the maj~~r univ:~-~;) .. c.onc.erns-.. f-11--+i-teratur.; , inter.-/ . ____ .... ___ .. __. 

Ze d in African t_§JJl)S-,-a:She t~LJ.s.-11.s- i-n---t he-torroa.Ub-t-iOA -t<fr--the--,1-a-tt~-~-~ -- C _,wµ,._V____ ..... __ c=:,.., 

. ------- -· \~ 

By 1968 Mphahlele felt that he was ready for book- length fiction. When he 

wrote Down Second Avenue and the short stories , he was an unknown black man 

turning to a mainly white readership in South Africa and Britain. Now he 

knew that he would be measured against other novelists of the stature of 

Achebe and Laye. 

Africa and its interaction with the displaced author i s the theme of 

The Wanderers. Mphahlele t old Cosmo Pieter se i n an interview for the BBC 
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that it was the first time he had tried to give a panoramic view of Africa 

and the torments Africa was going through . 11 I wanted to bring;£H~ life of 

exile and put myself as the central character at different points, 11 he told 
Ci )'t'.\ k(. t 

Lettento Mi interviewer-a.t----ctte U1iivetsity of Tex-as irr-19+2-. 
t.f i s~rrktt ,. " 

11 If The Wanderers says 
....,. ~-

anything at all, it should .. ... be a personal record of (a) search for place. 11 

Yet he insisted that it was more fiction than autob iography since it had an 

imaginary plot and a beginning and ending. 

The story opens to the news of the death of Felang, Timi Tabane 1 s eldest 

son. Along with twentysix other,~frican nationali;t· black freedom fighters, 
,\ 

he had been captured by a commando of white farmers on the borders of 

Zimbabwe and thrown to the crocodiles. The narrative follows Mphahlele 1 s 

experiences in South Africa which Timi, as narrator, describes as the 

beginning, and which take place before the birth of Felang. This first of 

five parts is an account of Timi's life and hardships in the South African 
:+

township in which he lives and of his work on the magazine Bongo; closely ---=--- 1\ 

follo~k, t he author's life during the same period much as~ J f'j 
Down Second Avenue, depicting the people living there, amid the mi sery and --------, ' 

o.--td "tf 'j ! V\! 
the violence, ~y to maintain their human dignity;)~nd sometimes A~mof .~ 

Timi ,~rnstra~~d i·~ .his. w~r~-·~n· ; -~~gazine, 7fi~ Mpha~~ has to dec ide 
...... 

whether to leave the country.:..,) 
. . - . ----·-------

,. ~.. . . 

'-----Timi's life intertwines with that of Steven Cartwright, editor of Bongo, 

t';lte llri.t!:Jazi~j who, in a country ruled by what he calls white thugs and Nazi

headed hoodlums, battles constantly with a feeling of guilt. 

In -fxile Timi 1$ li fe again more or less follows the event s in the life of 

Mphahlele. We now hear of the problems Ti mi and his wife Karabo have with 
t, /s ~ ,,· 

Felang who is rebellious, will not apply himself to 135 school ./work and will 
, ... / 

not communicate with his parents. Again this runs para lle l to the relation-

ship Mphahlele and his wife had with their oldest son Anthony. 



~ leaves Africa and feels he must stay out until he is needed, until 

the 11 waspish imperialism" and the "mute arrogance 11 of the conservative ., 
Africans had been replaced. Then Africa would come into its own, 11 a land 

of theatre, gaiety, of hot humid days and grey harmat tans, of warm rai n 

p 311 showers. Cities with vibrant night life~~ Yes, he says, he might return 

to Africa. But not now. He had expected a 11 roar of triumph, the triumph 

of black rule.~~ Instead, there had been the plaintive sound of defeat. 

p 308 

T 

Within the framework of his own life~story and a loosely woven and rambling 

account of real and imaginary characters, their wanderings and their rela t ions 

with each other, Mphahlele uses this nove l as a vehicle for all the themes 

that have concerned him through the years of exile. He states his 

beliefs more clearly here than in any of his earlier works. His thoughts 

about African humanism are expressed in the novel as seeking "harmony with 

other men, without letting anyone trample on you." And so, he says,·fr'I 

try to l ight the way for the children. I try t o help them understand 

the divine power that is in man - the power to create, to destroy, the 

urge to fulfill himself, to account for himself to that Supreme Force 

that seems to encompass us, to hold the balance of the Universe, the force 

} ·. ~~iting for man to touch it to liberate its hidden energies. 11 /l'~uth is a 

~ran~ theme for Mphahlele the teacher and the ~ath~f:-·- Felang's l ife and 

Cf. /his martyrdom and death are symbolic of young Africa's search for identity. 

We are given a further clue about the significance of the youth theme~ 

~e, ~ in Timi I s recurring dream of terror. In it he is pursued, but 

the faces of the pursuers elude him. : Only towards the end of the story 

does he recognij[e them to be young black South Africans. Timi/Mphahlele 

as father, and narrator of events, both as an individual and as a teacher, 

is burdened with an overwhelming sense of responsibility for future generations. 

Timi goes deeply into the meaning of exi le and tries to come to t erms with 
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bitterness. While investigating the death of the husband of a young woman~ 
..._/ _ , 

Naled~/for Bongo .he has been re~reading Richard Wright 1 s Uncle Tom 1 s 
x '-...,,· 

Children and wonders whether he too would continue to hate and curse and 

burn with the same anger. He discovers that exile is not the solution, 
+or· 
~ he has not reckoned with the all-encompassing feeling of gui lt which 

his departure from the scene of action engenders . 

a_~OL.lf-

The Wanderers is thus also~ the ~rage,dy_ and the hope of Africagw.J:H-cll 
-z. .ll:f(. tt:,~ .. ' 

Mphahlele has tried to symboli~e 1n a story of his wanderings and of the 
~ ·· P;.f,;ca 'r 

conflicts of those who will have to carry~ heritage . Is t his too 
_;.... t __ r , ' f • ,,,.. ,,. ... 
'~- 1 .:ve_, I !: :'ad Cf ( .:__ •, · = 

ambitious a task? The novel fails t,--~, 1 jn~e because tr-ie tl>lem~a-!"e- · ~ ..; t_,, 
I l .:c,:, q Y...,. ,_ .., 

d-i.14~-»e-~s.w,i:.,Y--,-P&Yle-Ht:tarnrrTie on t of it afl&=-4 s far too long 

and rambling. The work is often interesting, often poignant, but there 

is little cohe(ence. As a vehicle, the relationship between Timi and his 
, , 1 ,......;..- r ..:..·. ..:.- · r- . t r,. ("":_ V'- < c::t e 1.1 . v ~ ,~· ;«c ; U-:\ . ; *\~ 9 ...,__d ~,... ._..,.,, , 

son beg(ns ~far too late and i·s 111odt too~:sl-~~- · ~ '·-

This is not to say that the themes are presented inconsistently throughout. 

The personal search for a place in which a man can practice his simple 

human ideals is expressed in the intertwin i ng lives of Timi and Steven 

black and white -and in the death of Felang . The white man must break 

out of his cruel heritage;and the black man for whom self-fulfillment at 

present lies only in exile and death, must learn actively to control his 

own destiny. The role of embodying this quality of contro l is assigned 

to Naledi who acquires it as a result of suffering. While helpihflthe 

wounded during unrest in her parents' village she becomes victim of an 
) 

attempted rape and sees her attacker, a policeman, receive a suspended 

sentence and remain on the force. She combines the t rad itional values 

of Africa with adaptation to what is useful in Western -~~~ i~ilisation: 

After her husband's death she remains in Britain to study nutrition and will 
i-.c do"'ki-

a.oubtle-ss+y bring her skills back to Africa. 
d. 
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As a portrayal of a strong-willed maturing girl of charm and grace. Naledi 
I 

stands a long way behind Karabo in "Mrs.Plum", Pinkie in 11 The Coffe-Cart 

Girl II or Di ketso in the Lesane s~~ie's:: :~-~~;:;o, ~ ~toJ~ on the 

other hand, comes through in successive glimpses that make up a convincing 

whole. She is patient and loyal in following her husband because she 

never questions her function as a traditional African wife. When it comes 

to others, however, she is capable of spirited and determined action. 

She will not take nonsense from anyone . She tells the doorman of a 

nightclub who will not admit one of their party without a tie : 11 Why all 

the fuss about ties anyhow? We didn't go about dangling rags round our 

necks before you whites came to Africa," Mphahlele in his autobiographical 

writing before his return to South Africa did not tell us much about his 

own wife, but it is clear that someone who had supported him in all hi s 

wanderings, who stood by his side in adversity and success, and who, in one 

of their ports of call, managed to study and acquire a new profession for 
' herself as social worker, must be a woman of t he same stamina, courage 

and forthrightness that he successfully depicts in Karabo. 

Mphahlele, as we have seen, describes the novel as a personal account of 

search. One wonders why he chose to present it as fictio n at al l . Names 

of characters and places are sometimes changed, sometimes left intact. 

If one is acquainted with the life-story of '''Mphahlele it becomes an amusing 

game to find the key. Don Peck of Bongo is Jim Bailey1 owner of Drum. 

Steven Cartwright is Sylvester Stein, its editor. Tom Hobson is Tom 

Hopkinson, his successor, Lazy is Casey Motsisi,one of the journa l ists 

on the magazineJ Emil is Ulli Beier and so forth. 
J 

Felang's death and the story of , 
yie~v . \,( 

almost the only additions to an~ chronological 
<7( 

i 

is left unchanged. 

life. 

Kofi Awoonor 's name 

Naledi seem to be 

account of Mph ahlele's 

no rr~.+ · 
Yet he seems to have lost his skill in stirri ng up a lively interest in~-
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episodes. The general effect is one of lack of movement. Most of the time 

nothing happens 1 and when it does, we often know about it from hearsay. The 

story of the rape attempt on Naledi, for instance, reaches the reader 

third-hand via her lawyer and the narrator. The story of Naledi 1 s husband, 

a prisoner who has been abducted for slave-labor on a farm, lacks the 

power of Henry Nxumalo 1 s famous expose about the notorious Bethal potato 

farms in Drum and indeed of Mphahlele's own reports in t hat journal . The 

mingling of fact and fiction enables us neither to identify with the pass ion 

of the charactersJre would in an imaginary story, nor t o share the urgent 

indignation of a successful journalistic expose. The only events that 

seem to happen before our eyes are those concerning Felang. We see him 

arguing with his parents, misbehaving at school and at home, running away 

and returning. Although Timi as narrator tells us about it, the anguish 

of the three people concerned makes it real and immediate. 

One gathers from Mphahlele's writing that his marriage to Rebecca, with 

him as the 11 thinker 11 and Rebecca as the 11 doe511 has been an exceptionally 

happy one. 
°'-

Parenthood Mphahlele took very seriously but there was lack 
/1. 

of communication with all the boys in the family. The heroic death of 

Felang in The Wanderers was not symbolic infanticide but rather a trans

ferred attempt to give the purposeless boy direction. 

The Wanderers was widely reviewed throughout the United States. Most 

critics were disappointed, the more so as Mphahlele had now become an 

established writer and a first novel was a literary event. Many reviewers, 

however, found much that was good in it. James Olney, in Tel l Me Africa 

found it "aimless and sisjointed, an account of a simple, inert, mass 

wandering.'' But later, in a letter to Mphahlele included in Manyani's 

biograpf'lj Exiles and Homecomings:)he concedes "it s many virtues/ among 

which he includes the depth and intensity of thought at the end and the 
f-e X .!-- u.. • (.... 

success in conveying the---t;e:,meociOJJS.oe&S Of his e~perience . 
.__, 
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c::: 
,.,,/ ---

Samuel Omo.l.'\sei11, iii n1e Joa, 11al of eo111111011wealtrt u'Eerafo"re-fOUnd-fh'e_.... 

w-anderc;/4 absorti ing ana Mph an I e 1 e's best i Hu.s.tr-ati~-ve-r-s-a-i-tsP---

J 

I 

11 April 1971 -vision and hi-s --hum&n-i-sm. James Rt.-Frakes in The Washington Post, felt that 
p 2 

it could have been one of the masterpi-e.ces in fiction if passionate 

involvement - nanger, first-hand experienc~outrage, compassion and 

topicality --were enough. But he, like many of the critics, found sadly 

missing a firm narrative line and full development of character. The 

p 94 most scathing comment came from Lewis Nkosi in Tasks and Masks: 11 Mphahlele 

seems to have given up the cool objectivity of his short stories, 11 he 

said
1

and described the novel as a turgidly voluminous proseiwork without 

a creative purpose behind it. 

As a student once again, as teacher, writer and critic, Mphahlele had 

found his two years in Denver satisfactory. In 1968 he gained the degree 

J~ of Doctor of Philosophy, presenting The Wanderer:11'ieu of a dissertat ion 

in the Creative Writing Program of the English Department. He was also 

elected to the Phi Beta Kappa for academic excellence. 

In 1968 he accepted a post as senior lecturer in the Eng lish Department of 

the University of Zambia. He was ready to make a permanent commitment 

to this country which was the closest he could get to home. He enjoyed 

teaching as usual, both at the University and ~tie~iFtg- in eaucatic11al,S2._ 

~ in the communit{ and he was happy to be among many fellow 

black South African exiles. But he was upset by the activities of the 

government which evicted and sometimes jailed black South African and 

Zimbabwean refugees . Disillusioned once more, he left before his con

t ract expired and joined the English Department of the University of 

Denver as Associate Professor. 

His experiences in Zambia became the subject of Mphahlele's novel Chirundu. 

This time, however, the on ly factual elements were the historical events 
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and not his own experienc~ 
---·---------

~ Chirundu is the story of the fall from power of a cabinet minister, Chimba 

Chirundu, and of the dissolution of his marriage. Mphahlele explores the 

dynamics of power in relation to domestic life, sex, the African ' s attitude 

towards polygamy, and the modern woman's reject ion of it. At the same time 
iw_ YlO"e\ 

1::t is a study of African independence and its effect of hope and dis i l lusion
/-

ment . 

Chirundu's wife Tirenje lays a charge of bigamy against him when he marries 

a sophisticated young woman named Monde. Chirundu contends that Bemba 

marriage laws, according to which he married Tirenje, look upon marriage 

as having ended if a wife leaves her husband;and her family take no steps 

to bring her back. Tirenje counters that the traditional marriage was 

subsequently registered under the old colonial ordinance , the divorce laws 

of which supersede the traditional ones. Since no divorce proceedings took 

place, Tirenje claims, her marriage still holds and Chirundu's marr iage 

to Monde is bigamous. Chirundu does not expect to win the case but defends 
y, ;:i ,, !'; f(, , k $'.S_, ~ - :,:___. . 

itnso that/when marriage laws are revised, traditional marriage 5-fIBtt-hJ r....:; !; 

be recogniAed as something that cannot be superseded. 

When independence came to Chirundu's (unnamed) country he was at the 

height of his power. Two years later, however, his fortune has changed. 

He was demoted from Minister of the Interior to t hat of Transport qnd 
w !v-.-._ "- "..d.! , >'1 v 

Public Works because he was thought to have been too tough m the more 
"- roc(_U.f" 

~ -:._e~po_nsi_bl_e portfolio. There is.unrest in the country_~~d- s~~--i-~ej(_in 
· · · ··· .... - ~ I /)..::1 $ ·o.. f e4.d.i t\! '(i, le-. · 

which Chirundu's nephew Mayo is 15,•emiReAt. Chirundu is found guilty of 
~ /\ 

bigamy and~ is given a jail sentence. The house which he built is 

burnt down . There is a sub-plot concerning the South African and Zimbabwean 

prisoners Pitso and Chieza who form a kind of chorus commenting on the 

political developments. There is bitter humor in their explicit exchanges 
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about the situation in the country. Another South African is Dr, Studs 

Letanka, a brilliant mathematician who had abandoned his post at the 

University of Fort Hare when it fell under the Bantu Education system and 

had turned to African history. 

We expect a writer of the standing that Mphahlele now enjoyed to turn to 

a novel after an interval of five years only if he has somethi ng important 

to communicate. Yet at the beginning Chirundu seems almost trivial. It 

be~r~~~ by introdu%ng~~ cabinet minister as havin~~ommitted a crime so 

petty that even his prisoners are unimpressed. They feel, however, that 
il 

there must be something behind i\and it is _ obvipus that Mphahlele 
d !~f (,t ~. >'? 

intended something deeper in the novel thanAthe chicaner ies of the un-

prepossessing character of the title. 

Chirundu, it would appear, is a dirge for Africa, where angu ished disillusion

ment is the keynote. Hope for a bright new day, the term with which the 

prison warder greets his charges each morning, and which was the origina l 

satir ic title of the novel , is dim indeed. 

But all is not gloom: there 12 a glimmer on the horizo~and for the new 

generation, exemplified by Moyo, there might yet be a bright new day. His 

house has not burnt down; on the contrary, it has yet to be built. And 

its foundations will be solid. He has not lost touch with real tradition; 

? a~ed to the trappir:igs that arE2 imi,or ta11t _to Cfilrum:tu. J{iskaith in 
re ..... a: ,~..s T 

the power of continuity, in his ancestors ,~ strong. 
-------- (I ~---------- --- ----

.. ,J·~--c onf ro nt at ion between Chirundu an~&j--~:~lele se~,not as : 

clash between tradition and W'estern values@·~·~-ifi~~:=Fffl~~~:rr:-:--
~1C ~~-t' Rather, Mphahlele is investigating the of a fo rei gn culture on 

-h~ ,.,~t"t l? le~ .... t::.;:- A... 
an African one and;how one should deal with the result ing conflicts. 

Should all Western culture be discarded, he asks. Synthesis is still 

Mphahlele 1 s answer and Tirenje and Moyo are its representatives. In her 
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school-days Tire~je had fallen under the influence of a young woman teacher 

who told her students to wake up and fend for themselves. She i s contrasted 
z. 

with Mende who has gained only a veneer of Western civili~ation. 

For the South African refugees in the novel exile has meant disillusionment. 

Studs Letanka drinks too much and dies in a car crash. Pitso decides to 

return to South Africa even though it is likely he will be arrested as a 

terrorist. For black South Africa the message is clear: ,Beware of the 

slogans and easy answers. Above al~ beware of the ab use of power. 

As Tvahic le5for all these themes the even~~::~~~:;:~cwith skil l. 
A 

Tirenje is another of Mphahlele 1 s forceful women. Mayo is a vibrant and 
<; '.{ 1 , I) ::; / / . 7 . I'/" f 

H t racti ve young man a&,:· a SJ1Fflb6l for young Africa/and the minor characters 

fulfil their functions well. But what of Chirundu himself? Are we to 
z.. 

admire and sympathi~e with this vain, power-hungry sexist characte~ and 
I / 

Cct..n we.. Ca.. re.. c...---
if not ho-..1 are we s~jgf,0&eci::·te=e-e-d-rrt~ whether he triumphs or suffers 

I . 

defeat? In a seminar at Rand Afrikaans University, r-eF-01:deil liy-c::a:e§Jea.-41 ~ 

Dot ia11 Haar l1off iM his Ma-5-te-r's di&SGFtatioR- 11.4&p@Gt.s-of....tl:l.e...So~~ 

~
1 Mphahlele, in reply to the question whether he saw Chirundu as a 

tragic hero, said that he simply thought of him as a product of history, 

as a symbol of a people rather than as a tragic hero. Chirundu never 
J-..0 

loses faith in himself and after his downfall feels sure he will ma ke a 
u,l 

I 

cometback. We are reminded of Zungu in 11 Man Must Live. 11 Has Mphahle le 
'-...../ 

then come in a fu ll circle, abandoning his search, to conclude that all 

man can do is cling tenaciously to his faith and his destiny? This would 

be understandab le, as Mphahlele was still in exile, displaced, with hope 

of a return to the country of his destiny as remote as ever, and almost 

devoid of hope for Africa. 

., 

Chirundu is not easy to read. The many threads ~ffl:aS give an initial 

impression of confusion. Eut t his is deceptive. The novel is careful ly 
J 
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\51f\constr~cted, the themes holding together the stories told from different 
p~~ ;·5t7~( --:-· ·; ~; 
a~ to a far greater extent than they did in The Wanderers. Mphahlele, 

'1 c.-.-
in a letter t~ said that his structure is an attempt 11 to suggest, if 

I 
not to adopt wholesale, folk narrative. 11 

Although completed in 1974, Chirundu remained unpub l ished for severa l years. 

The reasons are open to speculation . Down Secon~Avenue found /~rer~ Id 
market both for its intrinsic value and the~ interest ~t 

~~ for its white readers. The same appl ied to most of the short 

stories. Mphahlele's critical work and essays were the product of a 
z_ 

recogni
1
fed scholar in his discipline. The Wanderers still had some of the 

evocative charisma of Down Second Avenue. Chirundu;as part of an already 

established 1lan-African literature, had to stand solely on i~s merit. 
O:..·:: . ,c. -~"'-:: ..... ~<\-, P'...! · · -~ · 

·-1 Publishers probably failed to understand its theme. ~ , 

Exil~i --Wp~El --Manganyi, said it struck them as 11 nearly impenetrable. 11 

, 1-bTecoillJlQS 
'j3'29$' "' A black American publishing house accepted the novel, then changed its mind. 

J 

.... 

It is poss ible that they, and British publishers of African fiction like 

Heinemann, were afraid of its reception in African countries. 

In 1979 Chirundu became Mphahlele ' s first book-length work since Man Must 

Live to be published in South Africa. The banning order had been lifted, 

and Ravan Press immediately availed itself of the opportunity to add the 

doyen of black South African writers to their growing list. In 1980 it 

was published by Thom.as Nelson in Britain and the fol lowing year by 
u,,.J-ed. 

Lawrence Hill in theA..States. 

Reviews in South Afri~a show~~, a certain bewvderment about the subject 
dbov(,,f- KQ_ o..,,.i vH V' I"\(~ s e / ..,-- . 

matter and som.e.t-i-m~~ pa s--

d.i sti n<;: t.Lor:i_ .w_h_i.cb .. the--A0fleS-t~-Errg+rsirre-mter"'tllttst--ae- · ew-l-eage-,l!-G--R. -~ . .., 

Ferguson __ in ,.Jhe.~MgttS;-~st't-t979"wro"fe·~ • 'DorofJi urTver TrY.The,,..--Q--

\ 

' 
----
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J..'\ ~,t11F-imrncial Mail, h~, r9cogoiset;;1 the, it11 tlrematic a11d structural com-

~~e~-nove l . Most white South African readers simply did not 

know this Professor of 
(' 

c,-,,--t,·-

p r i z e candidate, author 
A 

libraries and bookshops 

English Literature, Doctor of Philosophy, Nobel 

of many books who had been banned from their 
~ ) ;µ e V f t· ! 

for most of his writing life. ,Among black readers, 

almost uncannily, his name had been kept al ive. AB-road, l'eter Sabm , 

15 Nuverfier· _w,ci~il1 u,e Ubrary Journal, found 1_t""an e'loquenfwoFl<~-rn&j·~an 
1-98'1 / 
25, J;ne~ . ~-~i~_~r .. :~:·~Mar;-t.iA-~ck-eTi-A-.W0-mv+eW<;-s-ay-S L11a t ·tt·-irm~~s--extraordi-·nary. 

/ . 1-·' .. . ,_ins i _ght / i,n-to- A--fr:rc-an-·rtr-e-btrrfee"'l-S'"'that~~the--atrt-l=tor, h-a-s-;-oot -r-eso-1.v.e<L~ 
'!, . i .' J • '. • .' 

· com61J ,,brobl,e~s -of ¢olonia1/Br-'itish law agaiJrs~- trtb-a_f--custom· or··th€ ~new 

p 74 

c~~\-:aL~ sru/;;ai nst t~~i tional reg:ioo.afum .which U.s .introduced~~-.___.,, .. - . . . . . . .• . . 

Mphahlele taught at Denver University for six years. In 1974 he joined the 

staff of the Un iversity of Pennsylvan i a in Philadelphia as full professor 

of Engl i sh."' -~ ~ !k, L ~Rle1e was happy in the United States when immersed in his work of 
.-t_ 

teaching a variety of courses in African, Caribbean, Afro-American, American 

and British literature. But within himself he always felt an uncommitted 
rieo C ~ I Y1,$-

outs ider. He was teaching, but not the young people he wanted to t each. 
1 

He was writing but without the cultural milieu in which his work was 

relevant and without the feedt;'ack for which he yearned • 
......_,> 

Since 1972 he had played with the idea of returning to South Africa . All 

he wanted was to claim hi s ancestral heritage and assert his simple role as 

a humanist. 11 I want to teach in a community whose cultural goals or 

aspirations I comprehend, because educati9n is for me ?n agen~ of c~ltfrt _ 
IV\ 0. V\ ~i;-f-, de evi +1 f(Cd- .,..rz-.-"

even as it is culture itself , 11 he wrote ::i.o .. a£1 .::irJi-P,:i-.-p iiiD:+ 1+J'r'd ;,l 1I1w 

°1yranny of Place: 11 Exile had become for him 11 a ghetto of the mind . 11 

Once it became known that he was contemplating a return to South Africa 
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he became a figure of controversy. South African exiles felt that he was 

betraying the people's cause by applying to the regi me for a visa and 

accepting it. In South Africa too there was surprise and consternation 

that he should accept a post at Turfloop, the Un iversity of the North in 

Lebowa, which was a product of the educationa l system he abhorred. 

Mphahlele countered t hat he would teach African students wherever he found 

them. 

It so happened that he never took up the post. The South African government, 
~ 

which had granted him a visa on condition that he confine~ himself to Lebowa, 

then proceeded to veto the unanimous decision of the University counci l to 

appoint him as head of the Department of English. He remained in Lebowa 

for some months as an inspector of schools, then, ironically, accepted a 

post at the ma inly white University of Witwatersrand in Johannesburg. For 

a year he was Senior Research Fellow in the African Studies Institute. 

In 1981 he was appointed Professor of African Literature and awarded a 

ch a i r;\) \i'f)'.:;.tffi:....l R~l::A£r. i ca rt 5t!J4i.e54;,,;__ __ 

We learn much of this from his second autobiography, Afri ka My Music and 
) : . . . f 

from a~ unu?ual biography by clinical psychologist ~ ,Chabani Manganyi[ wli'l "1 ·P-
@z,. ,- · 3 s ·:! ~ ca...s r 144.J, ,,.,..~,ti!- u~e e, f-

prQ~QAt.ElEl FRai~ Mphahlele as firs t -person narrator ,-L:4z I -oo taped 
~ ~ 

interviews, letters and dramatic conversation~ a.ttd-:-fr,uo· a-titt5i=:].§if"= ~ 
StA~SC'(.1,, e.._t/1 pi,.b 1/sh:J a.. (..., ~ 

Manganyi ~ collection of Mphahlele I s letters 1:t1 ll m under the t itle Bury 

Me at theAMarketplace. In th:'t/i~~/a~~~M~t~~[y-i- ~ -~1ph-ahlele delve --.1" J l 

deep 1 y into h i s sou 1;, a-Rtt--t-tti-£-+s refl ected--i R A-f r4~~1=1-~_ 
) 

we. 1 earn fa:r mox::e MX~1t¥~i~s--.-per:-,s.oAol-.an0-f.amH-y-l-H·e,-tharrwe--dhJ -i·n-{lowfr q 

...Second 8vern:re. (/et sometimes the gentle tolerance of the Mphahlele one 

knows from his other writing is lost in Exiles and Homecomings and it 
) 

becomes debatable whether it is a salutary experience for a writer to find 

his psyche dissected through words put in his mouth by his therapist.~ 
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>f?C.o;-, cl 

both the biography and the autobiography we lose something of the spontaneity 
/f. 

of Down Second Avenue. 
I' .--/,-:--\., :;-, . 

l :,,. . . / 

In the letters we find a different Mphahlele from the man who muses 

about his life in autobiography. Here he always has something specific 

~ .--:-:~~o say and he says it clearly without embel lishment. It could be a request -!-o 

~a friend or mentor, an admonition to one ~f his children, a comment ,,.1.c . .:._ 
o.. re/" r-1 c r? fY v :-.. ,~ ,· , S :) I' .).--<. , \ ..,· · 

on something he has read or done, progress ~ - a project, te-~ friend 
~ .- I ;' • :I" j A .,\ / .._ 
: -.':.,.• --.; 

.Jt±:Ls.~t14 /\ what his recent visit has meant to him. 11 What a sp iritual uplift it was:·1 he 

p 100 

wrote to his life-long friend the music ian Khabi Mngoma, 11 even though we 

had you but a day and a half . ..... In all the 18 years of exile, we hadn't 

experienced an occasion like our reunion and I mean it. We are grateful 

you came." To a f riend who had sent him a monograph on William Faulkner : 

11 ! enjoyed 1}!] . I find it stimulating, so balanced, so sane, so economically 

done, yet with so much intellectual toughness. I always wondered what to 

make of Faulkner's religious beliefs and moral stand. Now I th ink I see. 

Thanks for the illumination." 

There is less obvious endeavoTrto put himself and his ideas across. 
v l,J$ words 

Rather, he seems to have the confidence of releasing~ into the care of 

someone who will understand. The letters were not necessarily wr i tten on 

the spur of the moment. Writing to his daughter Teresa Kefilwe to tell her 

how much she had recently hurt her mother 's feelings, he expl ains that it 

was his habit to wait unt il he found the right vocabu lary to phrase his 

indignation, that he would so so only to someone he cared about/ and that 

if he was unable to express himself the way he wanted he would rat her keep 

quiet. 

Manganyi has done a splendid job in collecting and selecting t he letters 

and prov iding explanatory notes and arranging them so that Mphahlele's 

professional and intellectual life, his thoughts, ideals, friends hips and 
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interests can be followed. A fresh and uncluttered picture of the man 

himself emerges: compassionate, tolerant, vibrant, patient and optimistic, 

willing ti'.!}impart and accept favors and knowledge. Yet his unhappiness 
(; 

in exile is almost tangible in letters to friends;: o-~,~ 
· ~ _____ .____,, • . ,j., 

11 In thi-s1game of exile and mobi 1 ity, one wri t e~t---Off ~Q.J)l!J_Cij_and~ ---·--·'· Q_ 
clfts/bn¥' s loss ~etc ~-+t···become-s: 'ct<-wa7-o1·:_uf~ ( I 
d6n't care (,anci_,..we·"cfig for: .. a 1 i ttle warmth where we can 
fin 1 as I hear turtles will do. 11 

In his letters to his daughter, the child to whom he was obviously closest, 

who shares his impulse to write, he pours out his bopes and fears for the 

family . To others he writes of his moral dilemma in accepting a post 

at a white university. We learn a great deal about the background to his 

writing. It is a pity that we cannot read the letters in response. His 

correspondence in the early years of his writing career with the drama 

teacher and producer Norah Taylor offmf@~ rare testimony of 

friendship and a set of documents well worth preservi ng . 

h,'G f t+e. 
Afrika My Music takes up__. story where Down Second Avenue left off and ·~ / 

Cc11cev;.1EJ · 
the greater part is t11:h@A ~ with the years of exile. We learn much that 

/\ 

is interesting about literary matters in African countries in which he 
-t-i~;!J'-

played a role, all seen from the viewpoint of a newcomer to~ regions. 
Su.di. (}..$ 

The pen-portraits of writers ~ Camara Laye, Ng ugi wa nd others' 

Wale Soyinka, J.~ Clark, Christopher Okigbo, Kofi too brief 

to be revealin~but they give thoughtful glimpses of the people he had met. 

The South African section takes us only as far as Lebowa, five years 

before publication date. It is too early for a sober recapitulation of 

what living in South Africa again has meant to hi m. He calls the fir st 

A Sirrple Lust chapter "The Sounds Begin Again" but they are not ft-he souAMi the '.Xfirens 
p 19 , T 

in the night, 11 t he "thunder at the door!', or the "wordles s endless wai l/ 

only the unfree know II to which Dennis Brutus refers in the wel l -known 
} --~ 
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't-- ,-r-fe .. 

~) poem of which ~A.is the first line. Neither are they the 
'P&~i" 

earthy vibrant sounds, sights and smells he has recorded of-Second Avenue. 
·-- .1,------

0: 

They are the thinner plaintive noises of a man whose home\coming 'was not a ,_.., 
c__ 

triumphant return to his roots. The picture he draws tow!irds,.,.~r-ie-=-eoo of 

South Africa today is an impersonal one which is available to readers in 
~ 

greater deta i 1 a-oo= f21-011t,,w i del:'/ expei::: i ence in many soc i a 1 documents. . 
l'(1' . ~ r Ar . , .u u /v1 :tr ., 
"'+r-r· c-~ J So-. .t:ar tl:le-re-h-a-s---been-~no-pt1bltcai:ton-o~~-s-i·de--S01:1-t-h- Af-riefr-. Reviews_, i-n- SouU1 c 

;.-· - ~ .::.. ,· .. , ~ o ._ .. ~,_1 A .. t :,-! _~~:t, -~., 

,.- .· Af.l::i.tea in the 11 black 11 as well as the 11 white 11 press were very favourable. 
'--:' .l\ \..-~ 

~r Sol Makgabutlane in The Star felt that it lived up to t he high standards 

set by his previous books and overfiowed_ with taut and ~imple language. 
C. ~ • , • I 

Lewis Nkosi, however, writing cl~~i:t.,.~;~~~~ -F~~.-9---
- Th ird World Review describes it as a 11 self-indulgent apologia 

for returning to South Africa. 11 

• \ I f ..._.. l • 

Gxp>t, ;·,·c gc v1:rs :,_ . y ~..,_ ::.-,~ ·d 
Mphahlele has -eeld t:1-s why he had to ~ back but ~ heve no-t rea lly treare!-

~ A 

~ how it feels to be there. We will have t o wait for a second sess ion 
(A Or<? 

of psycho-therapy or a third autobiography orAautobiographical f ict ion. If 

his literary output is anything to go by
1 

the return t o the milieu for which 

he hungered has produced little result. The collection The Unbroken Song 

published in 1984, also in South Africa, is a reprint of short stor ies 

and poems almost all previously published abroad.(5'~.ft. 0 h ~~ .,;J-.~ 

'S f-c) Vi 'e .r w er ~ ... ..C.t'~fJ/ !'.}tf _d __ J ~! ;€ e ,..., C t..: o-z ~, · "'-,:: _ J p :.<. i; ! , -s i-. ~,J'. ; ,.. l J1,1 cl r' . , -~ 4 i.. 
,,-;3'!; n~ · Li ...,n:.il..t'="t,. io .... 7 ·: 

}J-e,,,Vuf·v -:;,,..}., Although the conte~fs-.::afe-:. not ·new;-~phahlele has tried to put t hem into 
i~ . 1f5~j. ' . ;\ . 

- fresh perspective 1n the preface~ The unbroken song, the music to which, 

piix according to Acharya Vinoba Bhave
1

11the heart can be tuned, 11 he wants us to 

see as part of the cu ltural heritage 11 of our peopl e. 11 He says that 

11 fashionable phrases 11 like protest literature, addressing wh ite people, 

addressing blacks, are too simplistic . Nevertheless, the work is intended 
/ 

for a particular readership . We mu st remember that South African readers 

had not previously had an opportunity to read the stories, well-known as many 
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of them were now abroad. Although the banning order had been lifted seven 

years before, some of the individual works were still banned and the rest 

not readily available. Mphahlele therefore felt it necessary to explain 

in the preface how a barrier between black and white writers arose as a 

result of the rejection by whites of an African humanistic world view of 

an undivided society . Both those who attempt to live outside history and 

those who insist that literature in South Africa must be placed within 

the struggle, are reminded that social concerns change and shift from time 

to time. In the unbroken music of black communal experienc~ revolution 

means renewal; and in every community "renewal has a cultural purpose, its 

ow/ 
_,..

/ -

LAl l the best-known stories are included in the co llection : "Mrs Plum, 11 

"In Corner B, 11 "Gr ieg on a Stolen Piano, 11 11 He and the Cat, 11 "The Suit case, 11 

"The Master of Doornvlei" and others. 

5 IA CL--, /' ,.' 
t.A ·' 

Al though Mphahle le 1 s poems have been included in anthologies t:f-l?e Langston 
/ \ 

Hughes 1 s Poems from Black Africa (1969), Joseph Okpaku's New African 

Literature and the Arts (1, 1967). Paul Breman 's You Better Believe It 
J 

(1973) and Michael Chapman and Achmat Danger's Voices from Within (1982), 

they are rarely discussed in critical works . This is ma in ly perhaps because 

they lack the lyrical or revolutionary fire of the poets in exile - Nortje, 

Brutus, Kunene, Kgositsile - and the innovative vigor of the new generation 

of poets in South Africa in the seventies, men like Serote, Gwala and others 

who were drawing on both the immediate experience within the country and on 

oral tradition. 

1-hosG 
Mphahlele 1s concerns throughout his poems have been t he same as t±ra-t of his 

prose: exile, the pull of place, concern for the painfu l events in South 

Africa. Mphahlele 1 s poem "Exile in Nigeria" was written shortly after his 

arrival in that country. It is addressed to the Northern wind, the 
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(~ 26~ harmattan , ironically reminisscent of Shelley 1 s 11 0de to the West Wind." 

«:5"~ (11 Shelley 1 s long long dead/ no messages thrown to the winds anymore. 11
) 

p 306 

The Northern wind was alien to him, unlike the lusty August winds of his own 

vibrant land
1

and had only a numbing effect on him wh ich he is determined to 

resist . 

In a prose poem, as he calls it, entitled 11 Portrait of a Man in A Glasshouse, 11 

' .. . ..;.., · ~ 

written ten years later in th~~'states and published in Era, Mphahlele uses 

a different metaphor for the fear of forgetting one 1 s origins while t he 

storms around one rages: that of living in a house in which it would be 

easy to renew one 1 s lease, to shut the door and coast along. But this is 

something he feels he can never do because deep inside he 11 hears the bangs 

and clatter of the door in the storm of memory. 11 

I 

In The Unbroken Music 11 Death I in is based on Keats 1
_: sonnet 11 When I have 

fears that I may 'cease to b~1 but Mphahlele 1 s fe ar i s that he will die in 

an alien land. Returning to South Africa in 1977 shortly after the 

killings of the Soweto childre~his impulse, like that of most black poets 

in South Africa, was to write a tribute to the children and give vent to his 
,,,-v 

anger and bitterness;. 
'-:_.,1 

about a fifteen-year-old 

the ti~e of his birth. 

The result is a dramatic poem, '1Fathers and Sons:1 

~ ./ 

boy i~rison whose father had been executed at 

In 11 A Prayer11 written after a brief visit the year 

before his return, he speaks of having been 11 reconnected and/ becoming 
I,..-... 

renewed on this k i 11 i ng ground. 11 When Mph ah 1 e 1 e speaks of 11'sorrow and gu i 1 t 
_{--.or ..{-o r 

J:t:r being out of the fray, j!J#- refusing to be lulled into a false peace., he ,,, 
is writing in the mainstream of South African poetry in exile. But the 

sounds that are heard again do not linger in the ear as do Brutus ' s and his 
J 

isolation of exile is something less evocative than Nortje's gutted warehouie 

at the back of pleasure streets. 

Unbroken Music has not been published abroad and t he available reviews 

are South African. The white press tended to be patronising:$r;b~~~½ 
/ 
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stories which have been anthologised again and again. "Charming" is hardly 

a term critics acquainted with Mphahlele 1s ideas would use in describing 

them, nor would anyone but a white South African see "Mrs, Plum" as a cool 

but sympathetic picture of the troubles of t he liberal white madam . . 

·- Academics were better informed . Michael Chapman in umsA english Studie~ 

found t he perceptions and images of the poems acutely attuned to post-

1976 South Africa. 

Mphahlele's interest in traditional literature goes back to his student 

days when he won a prize at Adams College for the retelling of a fo l k; ta le . 
..._,; 

It was in his drama writing rather than in poetry that he drew on trad iti onal 

literature, but from early on he was aware of the importance of preserving 

every kind of traditional literature., We....should record our fab+e.s.r-le.g.e.nds 

aQ.9~J1il.S-at44--effli-pue tr y be Fur·e LI 1ey ;a r e compieTeTyTofgbl:'reri--;·r1e · ·wrote . 
I 

in :A .Gui.de--t-0--&reative'-"Writirrg-;'--one--·-ef/
1 

- -sev-er--a-1--t-e.aGi=t.t~g a.id.s- ne . has published, 
t • 

---...... i r;; order tg . help.,us.--to know,...·be-tte~~we-eeme--fr-orn. ·-Tl!Xhis- i.n. _turn. must /-:· \ ., f 0~ . ~S Wh i Ch W a_Y _we ~ re going .. W itr/ the·· new furmS C"" . . .• Tt'W,rS "for the mo r a 1 

\ " ·-- ./ _values _i ~~r:!,ns i_c·. t_o .. Jr,adJj;..],O_l'.lp.1.,.~,&c.e . that .-t he,-,l..i tera.tu.re~ .w.as ,important , he 
. i 

px 

, r ic.r d 

! I / / 
writes in ·his introduction to--Ber-nard Dactte "'s .. ·trodk CTlmb'i'e Q 1971) , qtl'Oting 

t-~~ 0 r:_ ·_ p.$ S a.y in.g. ,tha,t { l.e~---a:re(''~~~ l'e-s·sun""'i-TT ·pruetence-·, ' g-en~O Sit Y ;·' ··~ 
.. - ·· . / ~ --~ , 

patienc_~ a~d w\~d?~·-_lnc_!.,t~-P~~si.J:>!f JQ _the_ .. m.1_i9~nce_.QL l)lqntind .and t_~e 
,/ 

stab ility ~~tefi-:"'11 
- -

~st in traditional literatures never merely a search for 

d 
,,ii 

.Ytk~}X:h 

. 1~ 

artefacts. The fi rst stage of a research project into African poetry 
a:-t d f o....f-c, 

resulted in a paper delivered at Rhodes Univers ity in April 1979-.::::l-l?wa-s 
:J M :'t' C' 

published as 1'The Voice of Prophecy in African Poetry).'., i·n- E11glist1 rn Afrlcct" . ~· 
Jfe relates the prophetic voice of oral poetry \vith its resonance of organ ic 

unity in the universe, to the public voice in modern African poetry which 

has t o deal with new imperatives . 
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Upon his return to South Africa Mphahlele almost immediately embarked on 

research into t he oral poetry of the Venda, North Sotho, and Tsonga in 

the Northern Transvaal. The work of recording is completed and he plans to 

start on English adaptations later. 

There is one more work of f iction which Mphahlele has written in South 

Africa. Entitled Father Come Home, it is a historical novel for children_}'~-'-·; 

.bf; takes place in the early nineteen-twenties after the Nati ve Law Act had 

been passed,driving Africans from large fertile areas into small arid ,. 
C. a>-\ s <f.6. ·. ' ·"- ~ 'i 

reserves. As a ~J;. men were forced to leave their families and work 
/\ '. 

on the mine_::} 
.. ---

r_.; The story concerns the growth to independence of 14-year-old Maredi Tulamo 

whose father left the fami ly and returned only many yea-ns 1 ater. -.I,t is :ftd r 
6C.C-- . c . ... ' _,.-

~ fxciting adventures,\when the boy goes off in search of his father, iQ'·~~ 

gets only as far as a farm where he remains to work. It is interesting to 

note that the fa rmer is not an important character in the novel. White life 

has become peripher:-1~~1t was in Mphahlele 1s earliest fictiov 

~ 
I 

QTI~-~~i; an external. fo_ ~c-~ --';he man is neither unkind nor. _cruel; "he was ------- \ I l .,11. 
simply in charge ofth-ei r---[he labo1rers] f ate. 11 It i~ 1fre in the 

f't1.t .... f ~,,.;..,,,._ ';::-;· J CJ /\ 

village ~t~h Mphahlele is concerned, the suffering of the wives and , 
/l -h,...Q.. c..o~M.uv1d71, Jr'l O rr~ +.,.> · 

mothers left behind, the hardships and values of t;0mro1 1oe1l life. The ~ 
¥ 

is filled with folk)lore. There are epics about warriors sung by the 

stranger Mashabela, musician, poet and healer, who comes to join the village. 
f""''!'"' 

5 t,_ ---h.",. . ' 
Mphahlele draws on his own life as a herdboy in the Northern Transvaal, • r 

the pain of growing up without a father0~mhwn. There is psychological 

insight in the story of the boy whose life is ruled by a longing for his 

father but when at last the f ather comes home there is no fa iry-tale ending . 

Maredi finds it diff icult :· to relate to the man and has to learn to adj ust. 
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The story is told in simple language for children, but the touching story, 

and the vividly depicted geographical and historical background appeal 

equally to adults. The work fills a great need in South Africa for a 

childrens' literature which is meaningful for black childrenrin cGntra-S-t-

Mphahlele's return to South Africa, on the surface, seems to have been a 

failure. He came back to the only place where he could find inspiration 

to write, yet his literary output has been small and disappointing. He ,. 
WtJ.- ';. 

came to teach black students and~ employed to teach mainly whites. In 

some circles he has become a figure of controversy, sometimes even of scorn . 

His ideas have often been misunderstood both at home and abroad. Has 
. .- ;-:- I .,.. , ,- .• - " ; r...:, {:. I :., (.. r ;.i<. ,j , --;., ~ ~. t - -: l c,n ~, !' · - -= 1'1 f ~ 

history passed him by and is t~ ambition;"in his return from exile:i:m.. ., 
~ -rs-ti-ke+·y- to iH:hi9ve the layi·n-~ of his bones beside~those of his ancestors? 

c::...c,~e. 
Such thoughts are irreconcilable wi t h the man one has ~ to know through 

his writing. And indeed there is a little known sphere in his activities 

in which he is doing what he has struggled to do throughout hiscareer and 

which has given his life, his writing, meaning: the establishment of a 

central base from which to spread African cultural values among the people 
c../ 

of the land. In Nigeria, in the Mbari cen~~J, he gloried in success. 
v 

In Kenya he failed. It remains to be seen whether he can succeed in the 

country where it matters most to him and where the difficulties are likely 

to be the greatest. 

h-€-
In a graduation address at Witwatersrand University in 1980 reported ey 

\:t~~-\~~otm A Mareum- ifl EdacatfOi'rJ~~d 80cial Eh·an~e-in..,,Sottth- A41G.a.~~ 
~ 

critici~ed the University for putting off far too long any serious program 
I 

for African education in the content and Urrust of its discipline.ii He 
I "1JI' 

would like to see the University establish community .colleges i1or near 

Soweto to meet the needs of the black population. 
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~--,..--.---" 
~ ,II'!" • - ~-

In 1;80 Mphahlele fou nded the Council fo~_!lack --~~~=ation (COBE_~:~ with a 

Carnegie grant in Johannesburg and became its director. The main purpose 

of the Council is to create a climate for the education of black people 
,...e1'=-!-f 

instead of~reacting to government policy. It works towards a formu lation 
b / a..c..k 

of educational theory that will reflect t~ aspirations towards self-

determination. -1 

c:··The __ C.ouncil plans to be national in scope. It conducts programs of non-
~ 

formal education in the form of~a,$--@11~ lectures on a variety of interests 

and for various groups: students, teachers, other groups of adults~ ~ 

sbtbj~,t~ S11cb as fami 1~ 1r. -.!!Kna.w.--ytm"r~Africa11 a-t'Td lectures 

are published periodically as The Capricorn Papers. Recently the Council 

began an arts program. A fine arts study section and drama and music 
. '1 

centye~ are be ing contemplated. 

It was for this work t hat Mphahlele was awarded the 1985 Claude Harris 

Recent ly he 
semester to prepare a book 

on African literature for another organifation for alternative education , 

the South African Committee for Higher Education (SACHED). 

In 1972, in a letter to John Wideman of the University of Pennsylvania 

recommendi ng Mphahlele for a position at the University, Robert Richardson 

of the University of Denver called Mphahlele one of the half dozen 

distinguished African men of letters and regarded him as the leading 
~ 

Afric;n figure 'teaching in the United States. In most academic circles 

worldiwide and in many writing, teaching and student groups, Mphahle le is 
'- -z. 

still recogn1/fed as a leader in the field of African literature, a writer 

and teacher who has devoted his life to the propagation of his ideals, 

a man of compassion and integrity. He is much sought after as a visiting, , 
. . for fl \.(.t,O\.e.,-01:_!__}1~1.b { , C<.d1t1 ~ 

lecturer and put li c speaker and is an advisory editor Qf ~~h.. 
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. l ) ; i ' 
as Re¥arch in Afrfr&n Literatures (RIAL) and _t~ journal o'f the Eng1-ish I . / / _: I 
Aca9emy· of Southern Africa, The English A~my Review, , A Festschri f t 

I 
is. ' in preparation_. edited by Peter Thuynsma .. of ~..Jitwatersrand .Unive .. rsity 

.. .. . / . .. / .,-·· l f l :...~ " 

w-i-tl:l-- contributions bv '· Kofi Awoonor, Mbulelo.-Mzamane, Nadfoe Gordimer and 
- . / .,,., - _. / · .. __ ,,../ 

_I ·.._,.;' ;_/ 

many' qthers. 

Es' kia Mphahlele's vision of an African culture with a creative energy 

strong enough to survive and renew itself perpetually is responsible for 

his involvement in every phase of black life, literature and education 

in South Africa. Because his vision is essentia lly an pan-African one/ 

/ ,. 

his legacy will survive the present regime in South Africa and will bene.~«t' 

~~ future generations in his own country and beyond. 
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